Shelter, Darling State Forest Park, Vermont

Opposite are shown the plan and detail drawings of this shelter. The general arrangement with fireplace at one end, and this end enclosed for one-third the length of the structure, is somewhat regional in its popularity. It is typical of New York and the New England States.

Kisil Point Shelter, Letchworth State Park, New York

Kinship of this example with the one above is quite apparent. Points of difference are minor. This shelter and the one below employ rough slabs applied horizontally to give semblance of the true log structure. The chimney with continuous batter from grade to cap seems also to be a regional characteristic.

Tea Table Rock Shelter, Letchworth State Park, New York

This third rendering of the group displays an open truss in the gable end, a feature usually no more successful than here. There is a look of frailty about most trusses fabricated of timbers in the round that is all but unavoidable. This one seems distressingly light.